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Abstract—Chip multiprocessors (CMPs) provide a scalable means of exploiting thread-level parallelism for multitasking or
multithreaded applications. However, single-threaded applications will have difficulty dynamically leveraging the statically partitioned
resources in a CMP. Such sequential applications may be difficult to statically decompose into threads or may simply be a legacy code
where recompilation is not possible or cost-effective. We present a novel approach to dynamically accelerate the performance of
sequential application(s) on multiple cores. Execution is allowed to spill from one core to another when resources on one core have been
exhausted. We propose two techniques to enable low-overhead migration between cores: prespilling and locality-based filtering. We
develop and analyze an arbitration mechanism to intelligently allocate cores among a set of sequential applications on a CMP. On
average, core spilling on an eight-core CMP can accelerate single-threaded performance by 35 percent. We further explore an eight-core
CMP running a multiple application workload composed of the entire SPEC 2000 benchmark suite in various combinations and arrival
times. Using core spilling to accelerate the current set of running applications in cases where there are idle cores, we achieve up to a
40 percent improvement in performance.
Index Terms—Multithreaded processors, scheduling and task partitioning.
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YNAMICALLY scheduled processors can achieve a dramatic benefit from scaling execution resources to
expose a larger window of instruction-level parallelism
[1], [2]. However, the potential benefit of such large
structures will likely be negated by their latency and power
inefficiency at future technology sizes [3], [4].
Fig. 1 demonstrates the performance gain from scaling
the execution resources of a single core with a 128-entry
instruction window and a 32-entry out-of-order scheduling
window. Each bar represents a doubling of resources
relative to the bar before it.1 The final bar is the results for
a core with a 1,024-entry instruction window, a 256-entry
scheduling window, and a 48-wide issue unit and shows an
average of 61 percent improvement over the baseline. For
this ideal case, we do not add latency to any processor loops

1. Simulation methodology is shown in Section 4.
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with increasing resources (for example, there is no branch
misprediction impact). Therefore, it gives the maximal gain
expected using whatever architectural tricks to scale to such
a large core. However, the large structures required to
support this kind of processor would prove prohibitively
expensive in terms of latency, power, and area. We call such
an unreasonable and unrealistic processor a monster core.
Chip multiprocessors (CMPs) [5] provide a scalable way to
make use of a growing transistor budget. An eight-core CMP
effectively provides the same execution resources as the 8x
monster core in Fig. 1, albeit in a statically partitioned
manner. In the case of an eight-core CMP, if we have eight
multitasking threads, a cooperative multithreaded application, or some combination of multitasking and multithreaded
applications, the CMP will be able to fully exploit this threadlevel parallelism for a good throughput. However, it would
be advantageous to be able to dynamically leverage these
statically partitioned resources for a sequential application.
Explicit parallel programming or automatic compiler parallelization [6] are possible, but they cannot help with legacy
code or cases where parallelism is difficult to achieve [7]. We
essentially want to be able to use these distributed resources
to provide a scalable means of achieving a performance
comparable to the monster core. Commercial manufacturers
are pushing for more and more cores on a single die,
including an 80-core chip recently demonstrated at Intel’s
Developer Forum—the ability to effectively leverage these
resources will be critical for future designs.
In such cases, we propose a novel approach to
dynamically leverage execution resources from a pool of
CMPs among a number of competing single-threaded
applications. We allow execution to spill from one core to
another when resources on the first core have been
exhausted. This technique relies on low-overhead migration
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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Fig. 1. Ideally scaling execution resources by a factor of two.

between cores, and we consider some alternatives for
reducing the overhead of a spill between cores. This
approach can be flexibly applied to situations where there
are fewer active threads than the available cores or in cases
where there is a high priority sequential thread—effectively
allowing underutilized resources to contribute to the
computational workload.
In this paper, we make the following contributions:
Introduction of core spilling—an approach to dynamically leverage resources from multiple smaller
cores to appear as a single larger core to a sequential
application. We use an accurate on-chip interconnect
model to gauge the impact of communication overhead on the effectiveness of spilling.
. Reduction of spill overhead—we explore two effective approaches in reducing the overhead of a spill:
prespilling and locality-based filtering.
. A global arbitration mechanism that can scalably
allocate cores among competing application-level
threads that are currently in execution.
This technique, in combination with operating system
OS-level, task-level, or thread-level parallelism, will enable
an efficient use of CMPs for sequential applications,
including those too difficult to parallelize or too costly to
recompile.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
explores the most relevant related work to this study.
Section 3 introduces core spilling and explores core spilling
enhancements. Section 4 shows our simulation infrastructure and Section 5 presents core spilling results for just a
single application. Section 6 examines our global arbitration
mechanism and shows results when multiple applications
are contending for cores. We conclude in Section 7.
.

2

RELATED WORK

We consider two main areas of prior work: techniques to
scale the instruction window and CMP techniques to
accelerate sequential applications.

2.1 Instruction Window Scaling
Hardware approaches for instruction window scaling have
been proposed to take advantage of distant parallelism. Large
instruction windows have been proposed or effectively
achieved through decoupling resource allocation [8], [9],
checkpointing [2], or runahead execution [10]. The scheduling window has also been the subject of much related work.
Palacharla et al. [11] studied the performance impact of such

scaling and proposed dependency-based scheduling queues.
Other studies have explored two-level scheduling windows
[12], speculative selection from the scheduling window [13],
and speculative wakeup from the scheduling window [14],
[15]. Whereas these approaches attack parts of the problem of
resource scaling, we provide a comprehensive strategy for
scaling the instruction window, scheduling window, and
issue resources on a CMP design without a significant
hardware overhead.

2.2

Sequential Applications on CMP/Simultaneous
Multithreading (SMT)
CMPs [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21] have been proposed as
scalable means of increasing computational resources with
a growing transistor budget.
Static partitioning via CMPs is related to static partitioning via multiclustering [22], [23]. Recent work [24] has
explored techniques to use SMT [25] in combination with
multiclustering (CMT).
Clustered architectures share a common fetch unit (or
several fetch units in CMT designs) and a common dispatch
unit that shuttles instructions to one of several execution
clusters. These execution clusters are typically more tightly
coupled than individual cores, potentially sharing a cache
space and using more rapid register communication. Our
approach is orthogonal to clustering, as it provides a means
of leveraging statically partitioned cores, any of which may
certainly be clustered. Since all clusters share a centralized
cluster scheduling unit that assigns instructions (potentially
from different threads) to different execution clusters, this
fundamental bottleneck may limit the number of clusters
that can realistically be shared by a single thread. Core
spilling between clustered cores is one approach to allow
the use of clustering to continue to scale.
Prior work has also explored techniques to accelerate
sequential applications with multiple threads of execution.
Precomputation [26], [27], [28] uses idle SMT contexts to
prefetch loads that frequently miss in the L2 by constructing
a chain of dependent instructions leading up to the load and
speculatively executing the thread at some trigger point
earlier in the instruction stream. The Dynamic Speculative
Precomputation [29] does this dynamically; the hardware
on the back end generates the prefetching threads. Multipath execution [30], [31] spawns threads at difficult to
predict branches to coexplore both paths of the branch.
Multithreaded value prediction [32] spawns threads to
speculate different value predictions for a single instruction.
Other studies use threads to run ahead of the main
execution and exploit a more distant parallelism [33]. These
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TABLE 1
Required Communication for Program Correctness

have all been evaluated in the context of SMT processors,
where sharing a common core limits the overhead of
spawning accelerator threads.
Techniques have been used to speed up the execution of
individual applications on CMPs. In [34], the program is
decomposed into threads that run in parallel, where slave
threads accelerate the execution of the master thread.
Multiscalar [35] is an executing framework for applications
that are divided into tasks that can be run in parallel.
However, unlike our technique, both require heavy compiler program modification.
Slipstream Processors [36] use another core or SMT
context to guide prefetching. One core runs the original
version of the application, and the other core speculatively
runs a dynamically simplified version of the application.
This speculative core runs ahead of the main core to
prefetch future L2 misses. However, it can use at most one
other core in the CMP, and it does not study multiple
threads sharing a contended pool of resources, which we
explore in this paper.
Activity migration [37] has been explored for throttling
power usage [38] or for temperature management [39]. In
most cases, the core migration overhead has been substantial. However, we explore techniques to minimize the
overhead of application migration.

3

BASIC CORE SPILLING TECHNIQUES

Core spilling allows a single-threaded application to
dynamically leverage idle cores on a CMP. With core
spilling, an application can continue the speculative
execution even after exhausting all available resources (that
is, physical registers, scheduling window entries—see
Table 5 for the relative frequency of fills due to the
scheduling window). A core spill can occur when either
the instruction window (that is, the ROB, physical register
file, or LSQ) or the scheduling window (that is, the issue
queue) fills up on a core. In cases where long latency
operations or long chains of dependent instructions
continue to clog resources even after an initial spill,
subsequent spills to other idle cores can be used to grow
the effective instruction and scheduling window seen by the
application.
For any given spill, two cores are involved: the parent and
the child. These cores have the following responsibilities:
.

Parent. The core that the program was executing on
before the spill. The parent spills when either the
instruction window or scheduling window fills. It

must provide any state required for the correct
execution to continue on another core. The parent
still continues to issue, execute, write back, and
commit instructions after spilling, but it no longer
fetches new instructions.
. Child. The formerly idle core that has been selected
to receive the spill from the parent core. It will
receive the program state from the parent and
resume fetching instructions at the point where the
parent encountered the spill. If the parent core
encounters a branch misprediction or exception, the
child is flushed (squashing the spill), and the parent
can resume instruction fetch.
The state shown in Table 1 must be migrated from the
parent core to the child core to maintain program correctness.
The cache coherency protocol we use [40] precludes the
dirty cache block migration. However, the contents of the
store buffer need to be migrated. The physical registers that
are not current logical registers do not need to be migrated.
These registers are only used if a branch misprediction or
exception is encountered in the parent core and are not
needed at the child core. If the child core has an exception
or branch misprediction, recovery will only require the
current versions of all logical registers at the time of the
spill. For the Alpha 21264 industry standard architecture
(ISA) [23], which we use in this paper, only 62 of the
64 compiler visible registers need to be propagated because
two are always 0.
Not every logical register will be ready at spill time—
store values may also be in flight. Therefore, once a spill has
begun, store (address and data) and register values from the
parent core are propagated to the child core.
Fig. 2 demonstrates a core spill on a four-core CMP. The
application is initially only on Core A. The shaded cores are
actively executing, and the unshaded cores are idle. Core A
spills to Core B, which then spills to Core C. Core A’s
instructions eventually commit, and Core A is released to
the free pool.
Clearly, there is an overhead when propagating the
application state between cores on a spill. We first explore
the basic implementation of core spilling and then propose
techniques to reduce this overhead.

3.1 Spilling Implementation
We assume that any core can spill to any other core in the
CMP and require some arbitration mechanism that grants
idle cores to threads requesting a spill. The arbitration unit
makes decisions for allocating cores among competing
threads and is able to steal idle cores away from a particular
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Fig. 2. Core spilling on a four-core CMP.

thread. The arbitration mechanism will be covered in more
detail in Sections 3.2.3 and 6. For the rest of this section, we
will focus on the case of a single thread that has been
granted a fixed number of cores.
We augment each core with two registers:
Spilling register. This is a single bit that tracks
whether or not the core has spilled.
. Descendant register. This holds the core ID of the child
of a given core. For an eight-core CMP, only 3 bits are
required. The arbitration mechanism (Section 3.2.3)
sets this register. In this section, we set it according to a
policy of the most recently used idle core—the idle
core that had been used most recently will be put into
the descendant register of the current core. This
maximizes the locality of the application state. If there
is no available idle core, the descendant register for the
core is set to its own core ID.
If a core is ready to spill and has a valid core ID in its
descendant register, the core begins communicating the
requisite state for a spill to that child core (described in
detail below). The parent initially stalls all pipe stages
except those involving writeback and commit, since the
register file and store buffer read ports are used to read the
requisite state. Once the communication of the initial state
has been completed, the parent is again able to issue
instructions, but does not fetch instructions unless there is a
branch misprediction or exception. In the event of a branch
misprediction or exception, in addition to any normal
flushing of its own structures, the parent core will send a
kill signal to its child (if any). The child will propagate this
signal to its descendants if any (in case the child has also
spilled).
If all instructions in the parent commit successfully, the
parent propagates a completion signal to its child. The child
starts instruction commitment at this point because it cannot
commit until its parent has successfully committed all of its
issued instructions. After sending the signal, the parent core
is released to the pool of idle cores.
We identify three types of state to communicate on a
spill: registers, store-related state, and any optional state.
.
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3.1.1 Register File
For a 62-entry logical (that is compiler visible) register file
on a six-wide issue superscalar processor with 12 read ports
on the physical register file, we need at least six cycles to
read out the 62 registers for propagation on a spill—assuming the register file is only used for this purpose. Note that
we are not adding any extra ports to the register file for
spilling: We are making use of the existing ports that would
be required to support the existing issue bandwidth.
However, not all register values that we want to copy are
actually ready at spill time. Therefore, the actual number of
migrations required at spill time is often less than the full
62. However, additional registers may need to be migrated
after a spill, when the instructions that wrote them
complete. These are forwarded directly to the child core
without using any register read ports. To facilitate this, we
maintain a copy of the register map to check whether the
register values on the result bus are the most recent version
of a logical register. If a core is spilling, we use this to guide
whether or not to propagate a register value on the result
bus to the child.
Upon receiving a value from its parent, a child core that
is also spilling will send that value to its child if it has not
already created a new value for that logical register.
Although each such hop adds latency, we found that, on
the average, 88 percent of register communications were
between a parent and its immediate child only, an
observation supported by Franklin and Sohi [41].
3.1.2 Store Buffer and In-Flight Stores
Store buffers queue writes from stores that have not
committed and, therefore, we must communicate these
buffer entries to the child core. We write the store buffer
entries that we propagate from the parent core directly in
the store buffer of the child core, one entry at a time. This
includes entries that are reserved for in-flight stores. Inflight stores communicate their values to their descendants,
just as with in-flight register values.
At the time of commit, a core writes to the local data
cache at that core and then writes through to the L2 cache.
The core that is committing must be the oldest ancestor in
any chain of spills in the system for that particular program,
so all children must have this particular address in their
store buffers. When a store commits at some ancestor of a
core, the cache coherency mechanism will signal all cores,
and the child core will invalidate the oldest store buffer
entry with that address, freeing it. Hence, even if there are
multiple stores to the same address, it is the oldest entry
that will match the oldest ancestor as the store buffer entries
are allocated in order. Only one version of the store data
will actually write to memory—the version at the core that
produced the value.
Since all the parent’s store buffer entries are copied to the
child’s, this could limit spilling, as the store buffer would
not scale proportionally with the rest of the structures. We
could simply ignore this and potentially keep the store
buffer as a performance bottleneck, but instead, we will
propose a technique to help scale this structure as well.
Recall that we only allow one instruction to actually
commit an entry of a store buffer to memory and, therefore,
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all of the store entries that are communicated from parent to
child are only used to communicate load/store dependencies. If we run out of space in the store buffer at a child core,
we can overflow old entries in the store buffer into the L1
data cache. To understand the motivation behind this,
consider the store buffer of a single monolithic core. When a
given load accesses the store buffer, it effectively sees these
entries as nonspeculative. From the perspective of the load,
if the path of control leading to the load was correct (that is,
there was no prior branch misprediction), then these values
in the store buffer will be committed to the architectural
state.
In core spilling, the contents of a parent’s store buffer
that are propagated to a child core can also be considered as
nonspeculative from the child’s perspective. Remember that
this child core will be squashed if any ancestor core suffers
a misprediction or exception—and, therefore, it is safe to
assume that the store buffer contents from the parent core
are nonspeculative as long as these contents are not allowed
to reach the rest of the memory hierarchy. Since cores must
commit in order, there is no danger that a child core will
write an incorrect value to memory that was generated from
an instruction on that core.
However, there are still two key issues with using the
data cache as an overflow buffer for the store buffer:
1) ensuring that these values do not get written back to
memory and 2) invalidating these entries in the event of a
branch misprediction or exception. To address both of these
issues, we tag store buffer entries from ancestral cores with
an extra bit to indicate their origin. These entries can
overflow into the data cache—it is not permitted for store
buffer entries generated at the child core itself to be placed
in the data cache. Entries that overflow are treated
differently than conventional cache writes. We do not
writethrough to the L2—note that such a writethrough need
only occur at the core that was the originator of the store.
Overflows from the store buffer must treat the cache as
write-allocate—we must bring the entire block into the L1 if
it does not already exist there. Furthermore, we augment
the L1 data cache with an additional bit that locks the block
in the cache (the lock bit). The entries in the data cache that
are marked with a lock bit can only be cleared in one of two
scenarios: either if the child core is squashed due to a
branch misprediction at the parent core or if the parent core
commits.
In the case where it is not possible to evict any L1 data
cache block in a set because they are all locked, the
processor stalls. However, the store buffer spilling mechanism requires all locked blocks to be written to child cores on
a spill, potentially lengthening the spill latency. Multiple
stores can write to the same cache block but must do so in
order.
In-flight stores that have not written to the store buffer
(that is, completed) still need to have an entry in the LSQ for
memory disambiguation. If their effective address has not
been calculated, once this address comes from the parent
core, it is written into the LSQ entry. These LSQ entries are
flagged as from an external core, and they are therefore
handled differently than other LSQ entries. First, once the
address is calculated and the data is ready for that store (it
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will be sent from the parent), the store is written directly
into the dl1 cache and marked with the lock bit. Second, as
soon as the store is written to the dl1 cache, the LSQ entry is
released. Third, on a spill at this child core, these entries are
propagated to its descendants.

3.1.3 Nonessential State
There are other nonessential states at the parent core that can
be propagated to the child core to improve performance. This
includes the instruction cache, branch predictor (including
branch address and direction prediction and the return
address stack), and data cache state. The easiest way to handle
a nonessential state is not to copy it. One way to avoid some of
this impact is to preferentially spill to cores that have recently
been used for the same application. This locality can mean
that some state is already present in the caches and predictors.
In Section 6, we will discuss how we prevent other threads
from sharing a cache and predictor state.
Even though we exploit this recent core locality, this can
result in the loss of some recent cache locality. However,
this loss is also offset by two things. First, core spilling
naturally helps tolerate latency. Any additional latency
from the loss of cache locality can be tolerated through the
larger window that core spilling provides in the first place.
Our arbitration approach avoids core spilling in cases
where data dependencies are more crucial than instructionlevel parallelism (ILP). Therefore, the types of applications
that would spill more frequently would naturally be
applications that can tolerate cache latency when the
instruction window is large enough to get back this
performance by exploiting more ILP. Second, some blocks
persist in caches in recently used cores that would have
been evicted from a single core—these blocks actually help
avoid some cache misses.
The global history counter used to index a branch
predictor changes quite frequently, but the actual update
of a branch predictor’s pattern history tables (PHTs) or
branch target buffers (BTBs) is more tolerant of latency and
more stable over the course of an application phase.
Intuitively, if a branch is at all predictable, it will have a
stable pattern that persists in the branch prediction
structures (which may be fairly complex and involve a
number of PHTs) to allow it to be correctly predicted. There
is a warm-up time where the predictors train on that
particular branch. Just as with caches, we may suffer some
performance impact from having to warm up on different
cores—although there is also the gain that comes from
holding patterns that may be evicted for a different phase,
but will eventually be reused at some point in the future.
We found that the procedure to have a policy with good
performance and low overhead was to migrate the instructions in the instruction fetch queue of the parent core to the
instruction fetch queue of the child core and then begin
fetch on the child core. This initial fetch queue occupancy is
sufficient to hide any further latency in starting up the child
core. Also, to provide accurate branch prediction, it is
sufficient to migrate the branch history register (14 bits) and
the top entry of the return address stack.
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3.2 Core Spilling Performance Enhancements
Spilling overhead has a considerable impact on performance and can degrade performance relative to the baseline, as the parent must copy the state to the child,
consuming register file ports that could have been used
for its own execution. If the latency for a spill is too high, it
is better to wait for a core’s instruction or scheduling
window to drain.
We identify two latency challenges to core spilling: the
latency seen by the parent in performing a spill and the
latency to communicate to the child core. This latter
component impacts both the initial spill and the subsequent
communication of in-flight values from parent to child. To
counter these, we propose three techniques to reduce the
cost of spilling in terms of both parent spill latency and
communication latency: prespilling, locality-based filtering,
and spill throttling (refer to Fig. 6 for technique performance results).
3.2.1 Prespilling
If we can start the spill earlier and allow the parent to
continue execution, we could overlap the latency of the spill
and reduce its impact. This requires either some replicated
resources or some form of arbitration to allow the spill to
make use of idle resources. If resources are filling beyond
the ability of the execution core to keep pace with the fetch
engine, it is likely that there is an idle register file or store
buffer ports available to start copying the state across before
the spill. Although we only consider the use of idle
resources in our results, it is possible to accelerate prespilling by adding read ports on our critical structures.
When the instruction or scheduling window is half full
and a child core is available, the state can begin to migrate
to that child core. This process is filtered in the same way as
the register file propagation in Section 3.1.1 and in-flight
propagation of register and store values works as before,
but now begins earlier.
A prespill involves sending the necessary state (no
unnecessary state is sent at this time) to a child core before
the actual spill occurs in order to hide some of the latency
associated with the spill. The trade-off here is that the
logical register values that will be overwritten before the
spill occurs can be propagated, resulting in more bus
congestion. It is also possible that a prespill occurs and the
spill does not because resources never completely fill. If the
child core is required by another thread, the state that has
been migrated is simply overwritten. This results in wasted
on-chip interconnect bandwidth on a prespill for a spill that
never occurs.
3.2.2 Locality-Based Filtering
In core spilling, there exists considerable locality in the use
of a given core by a thread. Consider a two-core system
where spilling is frequent. Perhaps the code is going
through a heavily executed loop with a frequently missing
load that consumes much of the instruction window.
During the execution of the loop, relatively few logical
registers may actually be written to, even though many
instances of these logical registers are created. However, we
only care about the last version of each logical register on a
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spill. Based on the possibility that only a few logical
registers change between spills, we can accelerate the
migration of the thread to a core that has recently executed
that thread. Specifically, if the hardware can determine
which logical registers have changed since the thread was
last running on a given core, it can propagate just the new
register values to that core.
In one implementation alternative, locality-based filtering, we extend each core with five registers to track
logical register changes and reduce the required register
communication:
Thread ID register. This tracks the last thread ID to
run on a given core. If a thread is allocated to a core
that is different than the last thread to run on that
core, all logical registers must be propagated.
. Parent writes register. This stores a bit vector that
represents all logical registers—62 bits in our
architecture (excluding the two zero registers). Each
bit in the register tracks whether or not the core has
changed the value of a particular logical register. The
register is initially cleared when the core starts
execution and then is set whenever a logical register
is written. When the parent spills, it broadcasts this
register and its thread ID to all other cores to notify
them of the values that have changed in the time the
core has been executing.
. Nonspeculative parent writes register. This is identical
to the parent writes register, but is updated at
commit and is only used to recover the parent writes
register in the event of a branch misprediction or
exception.
. Child inventory register. This stores a bit vector
representing all logical registers. If the bit for a
particular logical register is set, the most recent
version of this logical register is already resident in
the register file of the core. If the bit is not set, the
logical register must be propagated to the core. This
register is modified when a parent core that is
spilling sends the vector of modified logical registers. If the thread ID of this core does not match the
parent core, then the entire register is cleared. If the
ID matches, the vector sent by the parent is inverted
and logically ANDed with this register. This clears
any bits corresponding to the logical registers that
have been modified. If this core is to be the child of
the spilling parent, it inverts this register and sends
it to the parent as a register request vector.
. Nonspeculative child inventory register. This is similar
to the child inventory register but is only updated at
commit and is used to recover the child inventory
register in the case of a branch misprediction or
exception that occurs locally or at an ancestor.
The parent then uses this register request vector to guide
the propagation of register values to the child core and, so,
only the required register values are communicated. This
technique adds the cost of communicating a 62-bit value
from parent to child and another 62-bit logical value from
child to parent, but reduces the number of logical registers
propagated to only 12 on the average.
.
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of each core—and can throttle core spilling in cases where
we see no benefit.
We augment each core with the following hardware
performance counters to measure the core spilling benefit
and potential:
Lost Opportunity. This is the number of times the core
wanted to spill, but could not.
. Squashed Spill Factor. This is a heuristic to measure
the expected gain from core spilling. This counter is
decremented by two when the core is the child of a
spill and is later squashed. The counter is incremented by one when the core is the child of a spill and
the core eventually commits. Note that this does not
include branch mispredictions that do not squash
the entire core, just mispredictions at an ancestor that
invalidate the entire spill.
. Total Correct Spills. This is the number of spills from
a core that were successfully committed.
These counters are transmitted to a global arbitrator
every 10,000 cycles and are then cleared to sample
performance for the next 10,000 cycles. We arrived at these
values experimentally, but they could also be set at a perapplication granularity by the OS.
The global arbiter maintains a count of how many cores
the thread can currently use. To adjust this counter, the
arbiter sums the Squashed Spill Factor from all cores
currently mapped to the thread. If the sum is positive, the
counter is incremented. If the sum is negative, the counter is
decremented. The counter can never go above the number
of available cores or below one as the application must run
on one core. Every five million cycles, we set the number of
cores the thread can use to the maximum possible value.
The arbiter also handles contention between threads for
cores—we will discuss this, along with the role of the Lost
Opportunity counter, in Section 6.
Table 2 summarizes the three techniques we use to
improve core spilling performance.
.

Fig. 3. Illustration of locality-based filtering on two spills from an
application starting on Core A. The white cores are idle and the shaded
cores are active.

Fig. 3 shows an example of this filtering approach in action.
Core A is initially executing an application alone, but needs to
spill once it exhausts either its instruction or scheduling
window. It first sends its parent writes register to all cores to
notify them of what values it has written. Core A will be
spilling to Core B and, therefore, Core B inverts its child
inventory register (after clearing any logical registers indicated
in the parent writes register of Core A) and sends this to Core A
as a request vector. Core A then communicates any necessary
register and store buffer state to Core B based on this request.

3.2.3 Throttling Core Spilling
Some applications show no benefit from growing the
instruction window, and the overhead of core spilling
degrades performance. Although throttling could be handled
by the OS, we choose to explore a dynamic policy to avoid ISA
impact and the need to involve the software side in the
process at all. We therefore use our global arbiter to throttle
core spilling.
The global arbiter collects statistics from each core and
tracks what cores belong to what threads. The arbiter uses
this information to set the descendant register (Section 3.1)

4

SIMULATION METHODOLOGY

In this section, we present our simulation methodology and
present the architectural parameters used in this study.

4.1 Hybrid Simulation Framework
Our simulation framework features a two-level abstraction:
a cycle-accurate simulator for each core in the CMP and a
SystemC bus model to handle the on-chip communication
architecture. We will discuss each in turn.
The core simulator used in this study was derived from
the SimpleScalar/Alpha 3.0 tool set [42], a suite of
functional and timing simulation tools for the Alpha AXP
ISA. The timing simulator executes only user-level instructions. The simulation is execution driven, including execution down any speculative path until the detection of a
fault, TLB miss, or branch misprediction. We extended
SimpleScalar to model a CMP processor, enabling multiple
applications to execute concurrently on different simulator
instances.
SimpleScalar contains a very simple bus model that is
insufficient to accurately model the on-chip interconnect we
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TABLE 2
Summary of Techniques to Enhance Core Spilling

TABLE 3
Simulation Parameters

needed for this study. Instead, we used concurrentstructural modeling [43], [44]. The on-chip communication
and global physical planning such as the layout of cores, the
interconnect network topology, latency, and bandwidth are
all specified as simulator inputs. The simulator constructs
the structural and concurrent execution abstraction of the
on-chip communication network. This is modeled in
SystemC [43], a modeling language based on C++. It
provides hardware-oriented constructs and an interoperable modeling platform.

4.2 Chip Configuration
Table 3 presents the parameters used for the homogeneous
CMP we used in this study. Loads cannot be issued until all
prior store addresses are known. We apply the cache
coherency protocol similar to the one used in [40]. The only

Fig. 4. Our CMP architecture.

difference is that we snarf at L1 data caches that share the
same L2 cache.
Fig. 4 shows the eight-core CMP architecture used in our
study, which is based on the CMP architecture by Speight
et al. [40]. Each group of four cores shares a banked
L2 cache through buses. The off-chip L3 cache is shared
among all cores. In addition, we assume that there are
dedicated links to communicate data for core spilling. The
Multiscalar [35] architecture uses buses to communicate
values between processors, and we implement a similar
system here for core spilling. In our architecture, pairs of
adjacent cores are grouped together as a cluster. A
bidirectional bus is used to communicate data within the
cluster. A bidirectional ring network is constructed to
transfer data between clusters.
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Because congestion has the highest impact on communication latency, technology scaling should have less of an effect
because communication can be pipelined.

4.4 Core Spilling Hardware Overhead
The resource overhead associated with the network fabric
primarily comes from interconnection-related queues. We
estimate the area of a 1-bit latch used to implement the queues
to be 150 um2 [45]. The overheads include the clock driver,
local clock distribution, and control logic. With a 10-entry 32byte queue in each core, the total number of latches on the
eight cores is 3:07 mm2 (3 percent of the chip).
4.3 Core Spilling Communication Latencies
Based on the data used in [45], we determined that the area of
one core is 10 mm2 , and the area of a 1M L2 cache is 8 mm2 .
With other resources accounting for 12 mm2 , the total die area
is 100 mm2 . According to the ITRS 2005 roadmap, the
interconnect delay for a 1-mm global wire is 168 ps. For the
CMP used in our study, the wire delay between two adjacent
nodes on the ring bus is one cycle based on our floorplan. The
total communication delay includes the wire delay, arbitration delay, and queuing delay.
Table 4 shows the average latencies over all of the
benchmarks (in cycles) seen for the communication required for core spilling. The Spill columns show the time
required to communicate all of the data (fetch entries,
available registers, and stores) from the parent to the child
at the time of the spill. The Register and Store columns are
the latencies seen for the communication of registers and
stores after the initial spill. The MAX columns describe the
maximum latencies seen for the communication of a single
event (spill, register, or store), and the AVG columns
describe the average latencies seen. The rows of the table
are for spilling with prespilling and register filtering, just
prespilling, just register filtering, and basic core spilling.
The results show that both prespilling and register filtering
are effective in reducing communication latencies.
The actual latency of the communication required for
core spilling depends on multiple factors. These include the
number of hops, queuing delay, amount of data to send,
and bus contention. The congestion has the highest impact
on the latency, and the highest latencies seen for the
communication of a single register value can reach
200 cycles, but the latencies for the communication of a
single value (register or store) are less than, on average,
10 cycles (Table 4) and can be as little as one cycle if
communicating within a cluster. That is why techniques for
reducing the congestion, filtering, and prespilling (spreading data communication over more cycles) are so important.

4.5 Benchmarks
We used the complete SPEC CPU2000 benchmark suite for
our experiments. The programs were compiled on a Digital
Equipment Corp. (DEC) Alpha processor using the DEC C
and C++ compilers under OSF/1 V4.0 OS with full
compiler optimization (-O4 -ifo). We ran each program
for 100 million instructions, capturing the most representative phase(s) by using the fast-forwarding points published
along with the SimPoint tool [46]. All benchmarks were
simulated using the ref inputs.

5

SINGLE-APPLICATION RESULTS

Fig. 5 shows results for core spilling and the monster core.
For core spilling runs, we use all of the techniques from
Section 3.2 to reduce the overhead of spilling. Performance
is expressed as the percent improvement in instructions per
cycle (IPC) over executing on one core of the eight-core
CMP from Section 4. The first bar shows the results for the
ideally scaled 8x monster core in Fig. 1. We are using this
core as an extremely ideal upper bound and are certainly
not advocating the use of such a design in practice—by
showing how close we can come to the performance of this
ideal core, we demonstrate the performance potential of our
approach. The second bar (2-CS) shows the results for core
spilling when only two of the eight cores are available to the
application—that is, there is one idle core available for
spilling. The third and fourth bars show the results for core
spilling when four or eight cores are available to the
application—that is, when there are three or seven cores
available for spilling, respectively. Therefore, the last bar
has approximately the same resources as the first bar, albeit
in a more scalable manner. Note that there is no
performance penalty (that is, extension of critical processor
loops) in the 8x case even with the extreme amount of
resources available to the core. On the average, the 8-CS
case provides a 35 percent speedup over just running on
one core. Recall from Fig. 1 that we see an average speedup
of 61 percent when using the 8x monster core.

Fig. 5. Performance of core spilling. The y-axis is the IPC improvement normalized to the performance of a single CMP core.
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Fig. 6. Performance of core spilling with enhancements. The y-axis is the IPC improvement normalized to the performance of basic core spilling with
eight cores.

Fig. 6 shows the results for our enhancements over basic
core spilling. The first bar shows the percent improvement for
just using prespilling. The second bar is for locality-based
register filtering, and the third bar is for our throttling
technique. The fourth bar represents the speedup over basic
core spilling that is obtained by using all three enchantment
techniques together. Note that the performance improvement
seen from using all of the techniques is less than the sum of
each of the individual techniques. This is because prespilling
and register filtering both attack the latency of the spill.
Table 5 provides additional statistics for core spilling
when all eight cores are available to the application (bar 4 in
Fig. 5). The first column shows the average number of cores
that are used for useful (not mispredicted) core spilling.
Note that this value is generally higher for applications with
better spilling performance (for example, swim and lucas)

and lower for applications like crafty, eon, and gcc that
do not see much benefit from increasing the instruction
window. This is because the technique is self-limiting,
where it tends to use only as many cores as it would need.
Lucas has excellent branch predictability and frequent
resource clogs and can make use of nearly eight cores on
average. The average instruction window size is shown in
the two columns. Benchmarks that are scheduling window
limited will have lower instruction window sizes despite
high core utilization (like lucas and equake). The next
column shows the percent of spills that are correctly
speculated. A total of 65 percent of the spills for the
benchmark twolf are incorrectly speculated, which partly
demonstrates why this benchmark is not able to see the
benefit. The next column shows the percentage of spills due
to issue queue clogs—this ranges from applications severely

TABLE 5
Additional Statistics for Our CMP with Core Spilling on Eight Cores
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latency can eventually degrade performance below that of
simply running on a single core. In such cases, the OS
would be wise to selectively enable or disable core spilling
when appropriate.

6

MULTIPLE APPLICATIONS CONTENDING
CORES

FOR

We have shown core spilling to be effective for a single
application with a number of idle cores at its disposal.
However, a more interesting and realistic scenario is
when multiple applications share a common pool of core
resources. What policies should be used to allocate cores
to applications?
The simplest policy is to evenly share cores among
applications; each application can spill to its own set of
cores only. However, this kind of static partitioning underutilizes core resources, starving threads that see more gains
with extra resources. In this section, we explore an
arbitration mechanism to dynamically assign idle cores to
threads. We then look at the performance of core spilling on
a variety of workloads and scenarios. Finally, we create a
workload from the entire SPEC CPU2000 suite, where
applications arrive at different times, and demonstrate the
ability of our approach to adapt to changing workloads
while still effectively leveraging idle resources.

constrained by the scheduling window (lucas) to those
more constrained by the instruction window (vortex). The
next column is the average number of logical registers that
are ready at the time of a spill. Any remaining logical
registers are not ready at the time of the spill and will be
propagated later. In an unfiltered spilling scheme, this is the
number of values that would have to be communicated.
With locality-based filtering, we only need to copy the
number of registers shown on average in the next column.
This is a substantial decrease in many cases—a 37 percent
drop on average. The next column shows the number of
active store buffer entries at the time of a spill—note that
this includes entries that have been copied from a prior
spill. For most applications, this is less than 32 on average.
The next column is the number of in-flight stores on a spill.
The final column is the percentage speedup over the
application running on a single core.
We have also explored the sensitivity of core spilling to
the latency of our interconnect topology. To achieve this, we
multiply the latency seen in our architectural configuration
by a scaling factor to measure the performance impact of
this greater latency. Table 6 demonstrates this impact when
increasing the latency by a factor of 2, 3, 4, and 10. For many
SPECfp applications, even with a considerable interconnect
latency, core spilling can still provide a large speedup (that
is, equake, lucas, and swim). Although some of the
resistance to latency sensitivity comes from the memory
activity of these applications, a great deal also stems from
our techniques to hide spill latency. Nevertheless, for
applications that see a small improvement from core
spilling (that is, vortex, gap, and perl), the additional

6.1 Core Spilling Arbitration
Each core has the two hardware performance counters from
Section 3.2.3. Our global arbitrator samples core performance
counters, tracks available and used cores, and maintains the
state for each thread currently executing on the CMP. Note
that a thread may be spilling across multiple cores. Arbitration occurs every 10,000 cycles. For our eight-core CMP, there
is a maximum of eight threads that can be in execution. The
global arbitrator tracks the following for each thread:
Free List. This is a list of idle cores currently available
to the thread.
. Used List. This is a list of cores that are currently in
use by the thread. There is always at least one core in
this list.
. Lost Opportunity. This is the total number of times
the thread wanted to spill but could not (that is, the
sum of all core Lost Opportunity counters).
. Squashed Spill Factor. This is the sum of all core
Squashed Spill Factor counters.
. Total Correct Spills. This is the sum of all core Total
Correct Spill counters.
The arbiter first evaluates each thread based on these
counters. It uses the following formula:
.

LostOpportunity þ ðT otalCorrectSpills  7Þ:
The top scoring thread receives all the idle cores in the
system. To accomplish this, all other threads are flagged to
have all but one core removed from them. We do not steal
cores, but wait for cores to be released either on a
misprediction (squashing a child core) or from the commit
(a parent core is released after all instructions commit). A
more aggressive strategy might force a squash on all cores
but the parent core of a particular thread.
As cores are released, the top scoring thread will
eventually receive all the idle cores in the system. If there
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Fig. 7. Overall runtime for multiple applications contending for our eight-core CMP.

is a tie for the top thread (that is, all threads are identical),
the top threads evenly shared the available cores.
When a core is reassigned to another thread, all caches
and predictors are flushed, and the registers that need to
implement locality-based filtering (Section 3.2.2) are cleared
to ensure that the register state is correctly maintained.

6.2 Multiapplication Workloads
To measure the impact of our arbitration scheme, we
constructed workloads when two, three, or four applications are running together on eight cores. We divided the
applications into those that see benefits from core spilling
and those that see no benefit from core spilling and ran for
different combinations of these two categories. For example,
we had three possibilities for the two application runs: an
application that saw a benefit running with an application
that saw no benefit, two applications that saw benefits, or
two applications that saw no benefit. Similarly, there are
four cases in the three application runs and five cases in the
four application runs. Fig. 7 shows the performance on all
12 combinations that we explored for a baseline without
core spilling, core spilling with just a static arbitration
policy (the applications evenly share cores), and our
dynamic arbitration scheme.
On the average, static arbitration reduces the overall
execution time by 21 percent over the baseline, and dynamic
arbitration reduces the execution time by 22 percent and

Fig. 8. Results for a 25-application workload with varying start times.

39 percent over static arbitration and the baseline architecture, respectively.

6.3 Adapting to Changing Workloads
We also considered the case where the application load
changes, and the arbiter must dynamically adapt to a
changing demand brought on by new applications. We start
with two applications running on our eight-core architecture,
one from the SPEC INT suite and one from the SPEC FT suite.
After a certain delay in cycles, we then add another INT and
another FM, in alphabetical order, to the architecture. We
keep adding until we run out of applications to add—we only
add each application once, but we run 25 of the 26 SPEC
benchmarks (we omit mcf due to its extremely long runtime).
As before, we only run each application for 100 million
instructions after fast-forwarding as described in Section 4.
Once the application completes 100 million, it evacuates the
core(s) it is using. We look at four different intervals with
which to add applications, based on the average execution
time in cycles of our benchmarks. We consider 25 percent,
33 percent, and 50 percent of the average execution time as
our delay to add the next pair of benchmarks to the system.
Fig. 8 shows the performance of running with and without
core spilling for the 25 percent case. The x-axis shows the
timeline of the execution of the 25 applications in cycles. Each
bar represents the runtime of one benchmark. Pairs of bars are
annotated with the benchmark name—the upper bar in a
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pairing is from the run with core spilling, and the lower bar in
a pairing is from the run without core spilling. For example,
galgel starts execution after 300 million cycles and completes
at around 360 million and 350 million cycles without and with
core spilling, respectively. Therefore, all of the upper bars
show the application activity for one run of all 25 applications.
Note that, as applications start and complete, the number of
available cores shrinks and grows in response. The arbiter is
able to adapt to this changing demand and still provide a
21 percent improvement in the total runtime and a 20 percent
average improvement to all applications. The 33 percent and
50 percent runs have more opportunities to perform core
spilling as the cores are generally less contended and see an
average per-application improvement of 30 percent and
40 percent, respectively.
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7

SUMMARY

Core spilling is an effective technique to dynamically
leverage statically partitioned CMP resources for the
execution of a sequential single-threaded application. Basic
core spilling can use idle cores on a CMP to achieve good
speedups for the application but is very sensitive to the
latency of spilling. Our enhancements, such as prespilling
and locality-based register filtering, attack this latency to
improve core spilling’s performance by a total of 17 percent.
With these enhancements, core spilling can accelerate a
single-threaded application by an average of 35 percent
when running alone on an eight-core CMP.
When multiple applications compete for cores, core
spilling can still effectively leverage idle cores through
intelligent arbitration. The OS can make a decision on how
many threads to assign to cores based on how much
flexibility it wants to provide the architecture in accelerating threads with core spilling. This is a critical benefit of
CMPs augmented with core spilling: flexibility—applications can be dynamically mapped to one or more cores.
When the number of threads is less than the number of
cores, dynamic partitioning of the idle cores resulted in
average thread speedups that were as good as the threads
running alone.
Core spilling can be one of a number of tools used for
effective architectural virtualization—core spilling can
enable a set of distributed resources to act as a monolithic
architecture for a single application.
Future work might involve further dynamic or even OSlevel policies that selectively enable or disable core spilling
for those applications that see little or no benefit from spilling.
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